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Thanks for the news!  But, remember, I agree to actually do some work only on the condition that I will have 

no less non-work/lunch time with you and Kevin than I would if I weren't working.  On that shared 

understanding, I am at the FBI Team's disposal for my limited time in Washington!And, alas, limited it will be.  I 

go to Ligonier first, on Friday the 13th (egads, I just realized that...) and won't leave there until early Monday 

morning, arriving in Washington in time, perhaps, for an earlyish lunch w/you and Kevin??  After which, I am 

available for duty.  I can then work all day Tuesday and Wednesday.  On Thursday, my flight leaves BWI at 4:20 

(last flight out), and I'm not sure yet how I'm getting to BWI (as the Ligonier stint is front-ended this trip, I'll 

have returned my rental car on Monday) or, consequently, how early I'll have to knock off work.I hope this 

isn't so fragmented as to not be worth your while.  If you change your mind about me doing some work, just 

let me know.  But you're not allowed to change your mind about Au Bon Pain!  Sorry.I was playing with Finn 

this morning, pulling contraband paper napkins out of her mouth, when she unintentionally bit my nose.  I 

bled on the new carpet fragment we laid down to protect her hips and now look a little like Jack Nicholson in 

Chinatown.  (Actually, the cut is not that severe... though it's true about the blood!)   Does this mean, if 

Carolyn ever comes to her senses and dumps me, that I get to date Helen Hunt?  (Did you read about that 

corporate exec's spouse/divorce case in, I think, Connecticut?  I've already warned Carolyn I'll take her for 

every penny she's got if she ever tries to get rid of me for some thirty-something boy toy!!)  Continuing on the 

movie front, Helen Bonham Carter's Oscar nomination must have occasioned a re-distributing of The Wings of 

the Dove, since it is back in Phoenix after having been gone for quite a few weeks.  Maybe this weekend!  I 

also want to see The Apostle  and Afterglow (Julie Christie, Nick Nolte; Christie got nominated for Best Actress, 

too, I think).  A friend of Carolyn's is visiting for the weekend, so maybe I'll get a chance to see one or more of 

them while she and her guest are galavanting about Phoenix.Hi to everyone, see you soon!
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